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Marathas. Gives short account of the activities of the Maratha fleet
Concludes: "The main reason of the failure of the later Maratha
rulers is not far to seek. The Peshwa had serious commitments on
land; and in their eagerness to maintain their Empire they lost sight
of the fact that some of its roots lay in the sea ".
Sardesai, G. S.—Inter-Provincial Exchange of Culture During
Maratha Times.    TMR. LXIX, pp. 514-519.	[974
Deals with poets and writers  in Marathi and Sanskrit, confining
himself to only one century of -Maratha activity roughly from 1650 to
1750.
	 An Unknown but Daring Project of King Sambhaji.
In No. 1434, pp. 390-394.	[975
Points out two curious Sanskrit letters written by King Sambhaji to
Ramsingh of Amber in 1683 mentioning his daring project of deposing
Aurangzeb, and seeking Ramsingh's co-operation for accomplishing the
project.
	 Marathyanchya Rajyakatha.   (Marathi  text).   Demy
8vo. pp. 207.   K. B. Dhavale, Bombay, 1941.	[976
Twenty-one stories, dialogues and events from Maratha history.
The stories are stringed up so as to present a complete chronological
picture of the Maratha Empire from the earliest times of Shivaji,
right up to the hoisting of the British flag on Shanwarwada, the
royal residence of the Peshwas in Poona.
	 English Records of  Maratha  History: Poona Resi-
dency Correspondence, Vol. 7 : Poona Affairs. (1801-1810),
Closes   Embassy.     8H"X6",   pp.   xrxiii + 579,    1   plate.
Government Central Press, Bombay, 1940.	[977
"Covers the period from 1801 to I8ro during which Colonel Close
had been—except for short interval of absence on other duty—the
Resident at the Court of Baji Rao II. It was during this period
that the Subsidiary Alliance was rivetted on the Maratha State
and its results, good and bad, on the most vigorous Indian power,
became noticeable	Poor Baji Rao II, is seen struggling helplessly
against the python of British Imperialism unaided by the powerful
vassals, who realised too late what the Maratha nation had lost
through its own folly." K. R. Qwnungo, TMR. LXX, pp. 5SZ-5&
Sarkar, Jadtmath—Sources of Maratha History.   JUB. X,
Pfc. 1, pp. 1-22.	[978
Describes the Persian sources for Maratha History. Maratha
historical material and the problems of Maratha historiography.

